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Abstract

Learning to improve AUC performance is an important topic
in machine learning. However, AUC maximization algo-
rithms may decrease generalization performance due to the
noisy data. Self-paced learning is an effective method for
handling noisy data. However, existing self-paced learning
methods are limited to pointwise learning, while AUC max-
imization is a pairwise learning problem. To solve this chal-
lenging problem, we innovatively propose a balanced self-
paced AUC maximization algorithm (BSPAUC). Specifically,
we first provide a statistical objective for self-paced AUC.
Based on this, we propose our self-paced AUC maximiza-
tion formulation, where a novel balanced self-paced regular-
ization term is embedded to ensure that the selected positive
and negative samples have proper proportions. Specially, the
sub-problem with respect to all weight variables may be non-
convex in our formulation, while the one is normally convex
in existing self-paced problems. To address this, we propose
a doubly cyclic block coordinate descent method. More im-
portantly, we prove that the sub-problem with respect to all
weight variables converges to a stationary point on the ba-
sis of closed-form solutions, and our BSPAUC converges to
a stationary point of our fixed optimization objective under
a mild assumption. Considering both the deep learning and
kernel-based implementations, experimental results on sev-
eral large-scale datasets demonstrate that our BSPAUC has a
better generalization performance than existing state-of-the-
art AUC maximization methods.

Introduction
Learning to improve AUC performance is an important topic
in machine learning, especially for imbalanced datasets
(Huang and Ling 2005; Ling, Huang, and Zhang 2003;
Cortes and Mohri 2004). Specifically, for severely imbal-
anced binary classification datasets, a classifier may achieve
a high prediction accuracy if it predicts all samples to be the
dominant class. However, the classifier actually has a poor
generalization performance because it cannot properly clas-
sify samples from non-dominant class. AUC (area under the
ROC curve) (Hanley and McNeil 1982), which measures the
probability of a randomly drawn positive sample having a
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higher decision value than a randomly drawn negative sam-
ple (McKnight and Najab 2010), would be a better evalua-
tion criterion for imbalanced datasets.

Real-world data tend to be massive in quantity, but with
quite a few unreliable noisy data that can lead to decreased
generalization performance. Many studies have tried to ad-
dress this, with some degree of success (Wu and Liu 2007;
Zhai et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2020). However, most of these
studies only consider the impact of noisy data on accuracy,
rather than on AUC. In many cases, AUC maximization al-
gorithms may decrease generalization performance due to
the noisy data. Thus, how to deal with noisy data in AUC
maximization problems is still an open topic.

Since its birth (Kumar, Packer, and Koller 2010), self-
paced learning (SPL) has attracted increasing attention (Wan
et al. 2020; Klink et al. 2020; Ghasedi et al. 2019) because
it can simulate the learning principle of humans, i.e., start-
ing with easy samples and then gradually introducing more
complex samples into training. Complex samples are con-
sidered to own larger loss than easy samples, and noise
samples normally have a relatively large loss. Thus, SPL
could reduce the importance weight of noise samples be-
cause they are treated as complex samples. Under the learn-
ing paradigm of SPL, the model is constantly corrected and
its robustness is improved. Thus, SPL is an effective method
for handling noisy data. Many experimental and theoretical
analyses have proved its robustness (Meng, Zhao, and Jiang
2017; Liu, Ma, and Meng 2018; Zhang et al. 2020). How-
ever, existing SPL methods are limited to pointwise learning,
while AUC maximization is a pairwise learning problem.

To solve this challenging problem, we innovatively pro-
pose a balanced self-paced AUC maximization algorithm
(BSPAUC). Specifically, we first provide an upper bound
of expected AUC risk by the empirical AUC risk on train-
ing samples obeying pace distribution plus two more terms
related to SPL. Inspired by this, we propose our balanced
self-paced AUC maximization formulation. In particular, the
sub-problem with respect to all weight variables may be
non-convex in our formulation, while the one is normally
convex in existing self-paced problems. To solve this chal-
lenging difficulty, we propose a doubly cyclic block coordi-
nate descent method to optimize our formulation.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows.
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1. Inspired by our statistical explanation for self-paced
AUC, we propose a balanced self-paced AUC maximiza-
tion formulation with a novel balanced self-paced regu-
larization term. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first objective formulation introducing SPL into the AUC
maximization problem.

2. We propose a doubly cyclic block coordinate descent
method to optimize our formulation. Importantly, we
give closed-form solutions of the two weight variable
blocks and provide two instantiations of optimizing the
model parameter block on kernel learning and deep
learning, respectively.

3. We prove that the sub-problem with respect to all weight
variables converges to a stationary point on the basis of
closed-form solutions, and our BSPAUC converges to a
stationary point of our fixed optimization objective under
a mild assumption.

Self-Paced AUC
In this section, we first provide a statistical objective for self-
paced AUC. Inspired by this, we provide our objective.

Statistical Objective
Empirical and Expected AUC Objective for IID Data:
Let X be a compact subset of Rd, Y = {−1,+1} be the
label set and Z = X × Y . Given a distribution P (z) and let
S = {zi = (xi, yi)}ni=1 be an independent and identically
distributed (IID) training set drawn from P (z), where xi ∈
X , yi ∈ Y and zi ∈ Z. Thus, empirical AUC risk on S can
be formulated as:

Remp(S; f) =
1

n(n− 1)

∑
zi,zj∈S,zi ̸=zj

Lf (zi, zj). (1)

Here, f ∈ F : Rd → R is one real-valued function and the
pairwise loss function Lf (zi, zj) for AUC is defined as:

Lf (zi, zj) =

{
0 if yi = yj
I(f(xi) ≤ f(xj)) if yi = +1& yj = −1
I(f(xj) ≤ f(xi)) if yj = +1& yi = −1

where I(·) is the indicator function such that I(π) equals 1
if π is true and 0 otherwise. Further, the expected AUC risk
for the distribution P (z) can be defined as:

Rexp(P (z); f) :=Ez1,z2∼P (z)2Lf (z1, z2)

=ES [Remp(S; f)]. (2)

Compound Data: In practice, it is expensive to collect
completely pure dataset because that would involve domain
experts to evaluate the quality of collected data. Thus, it
is a reasonable assumption that our training set in real-
ity is composed of not only clean target data but also a
proportion of noise samples (Natarajan et al. 2013; Kang
et al. 2019). If we denote the distribution of clean target
data by Ptarget(z), and one of noisy data by Pnoise(z),
the distribution for the real training data can be formulated
as Ptrain(z) = αPtarget(z) + (1 − α)Pnoise(z), where
α ∈ [0, 1] is a weight to balance Ptarget(z) and Pnoise(z).
We also illustrate this compound training data in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Data distribution on the degree of complexity.

Note that we assume noise samples normally have a rela-
tively large loss, and thus they are treated as complex sam-
ples in SPL as discussed previously.
Upper Bound of Expected AUC for Compound Data:
Gong et al. (Gong et al. 2016) connect the distribution
Ptrain(z) of the training set with the distribution Ptarget(z)
of the target set using a weight function Wλ(z):

Ptarget(z) =
1

α∗
Wλ(z)Ptrain(z), (3)

where 0 ≤ Wλ(z) ≤ 1 and α∗ =
∫
Z
Wλ(z)Ptrain(z)dz

denotes the normalization factor. Intuitively, Wλ(z) gives
larger weights to easy samples than to complex samples and
with the increase of pace parameter λ, all samples tend to be
assigned larger weights.

Then, Eq. (3) can be reformulated as:

Ptrain(z) = α∗Ptarget(z) + (1− α∗)E(z), (4)

E(z) =
1

1− α∗
(1−Wλ∗(z))Ptrain(z).

Here, E(z) is related to Pnoise(z). Based on (4), we define
the pace distribution Qλ(z) as:

Qλ(z) = αλPtarget(z) + (1− αλ)E(z), (5)

where αλ varies from 1 to α∗ with increasing pace parameter
λ. Correspondingly, Qλ(z) simulates the changing process
from Ptarget(z) to Ptrain(z). Note that Qλ(z) can also be
regularized into the following formulation:

Qλ(z) ∝ Wλ(z)Ptrain(z),

where Wλ(z) through normalizing its maximal value to 1.
We derive the following result on the upper bound of the

expected AUC risk. Please refer to Appendix for the proof.
Theorem 1 For any δ > 0 and any f ∈ F , with confidence
at least 1− δ over a training set S, we have:

Rexp(Ptarget; f)

≤ 1

nλ(nλ − 1)

∑
zi,zj∈S

zi ̸=zj

Wλ(zi)Wλ(zj)Lf (zi, zj)

+

√
ln(1/δ)

nλ/2
+ eλ (6)
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where nλ denotes the number of selected samples from the
training set and eλ := Rexp(Ptarget; f)−Rexp(Qλ; f) de-
creases monotonically from 0 with the increasing of λ.

We will give a detailed explanation on the three terms of the
upper bound (6) for Theorem 1 as follows.

1. The first term corresponds to the empirical AUC risk on
training samples obeying pace distribution Qλ. With in-
creasing λ, the weights Wλ(z) of complex samples grad-
ually increase and these complex samples are gradually
involved in training.

2. The second term reflects the expressive capability of
training samples on the pace distribution Qλ. With in-
creasing λ, more samples are considered, the pace distri-
bution Qλ can be expressed better.

3. The last term measures the generalization capability of
the learned model. As shown in Eq. (5), with increasing
λ, αλ gets smaller and the generalization of the learned
model becomes worse. This is due to the gradually more
evident deviation E(z) from Qλ to Ptarget.

Inspired by the upper bound (6) and the above explana-
tions, we will propose our self-paced AUC maximization
formulation in the next subsection.

Optimization Objective
First of all, we give the definition of some necessary nota-
tions. Let θ represent the model parameters, n and m denote
the number of positive and negative samples respectively,
v ∈ [0, 1]n and u ∈ [0, 1]m be the weights of positive and
negative samples respectively, λ be the pace parameter for
controlling the learning pace, and µ balance the proportions
of selected positive and negative samples. The zero-one loss
is replaced by the pairwise hinge loss which is a common
surrogate loss in AUC maximization problems (Brefeld and
Scheffer 2005; Zhao et al. 2011; Gao and Zhou 2015). Then,
inspired by the upper bound (6), we have the following op-
timization objective:

L(θ,v,u;λ)

=
1

nm

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

viujξij︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

−λ

 1

n

n∑
i=1

vi +
1

m

m∑
j=1

uj


︸ ︷︷ ︸

2

+τΩ(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
3

+µ

 1

n

n∑
i=1

vi −
1

m

m∑
j=1

uj

2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
4

(7)

s.t. v ∈ [0, 1]n,u ∈ [0, 1]m

where ξij = max{1 − f(x+
i ) + f(x−

j ), 0} is the pairwise
hinge loss and Ω(θ) is the regularization term to avoid over-
fitting. Specifically, θ is a matrix composed of weights and
biases of each layer and Ω(θ) is formulated as 1

2 ||θ||
2
F in the

deep learning setting and in the kernel-based setting, Ω(θ) is
formulated as 1

2 ||θ||
2
H, where || · ||H denotes the norm in a

reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) H.

Figure 2: Contrast between whether or not using the bal-
anced self-paced regularization term. (The yellow ball rep-
resents the positive sample, and the blue ball represents the
negative sample. The green dotted ellipsoid represents the
selected samples without using the term, and the red solid
ellipsoid denotes the selected samples by using the term.)

As the explanation about the upper bound (6) shows, the
upper bound is composed of three aspects: empirical risk,
sample expression ability and model generalization ability.
Inspired by this, we construct our optimization objective (7)
which also considers the above three aspects. Specifically,
the term 1 in Eq. (7) corresponds to the (weighted) empir-
ical risk . The term 2 in Eq. (7) corresponds to the sample
expression ability. As we explained before, sample expres-
sion ability is related to the number of selected samples and
pace parameter λ in term 2 is used to control the number
of selected samples. The term 3 in Eq. (7) corresponds to
the model generalization ability which is a common model
regularization term used to avoid model overfitting.

In addition, the term 4 in Eq. (7) is our new proposed bal-
anced self-paced regularization term, which is used to bal-
ance the proportions of selected positive and negative sam-
ples as Figure 2 shows. Specifically, if this term is not used,
only the degree of sample complexity is considered and this
would lead to severe imbalance between the proportions of
selected positive and negative samples in practice. But the
proportions of selected positive and negative samples could
be ensured properly if this term is enforced.

BSPAUC Algorithm
In this section, we propose our BSPAUC algorithm (i.e., Al-
gorithm 1) to solve the problem (7). Different from tradi-
tional SPL algorithms (Wan et al. 2020; Klink et al. 2020;
Ghasedi et al. 2019) which have two blocks of variables, our
problem (7) has three blocks of variables which makes the
optimization process more challenging. To address this is-
sue, we propose a doubly cyclic block coordinate descent
algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1, which consists of two
layers of cyclic block coordinate descent algorithms. The
outer layer cyclic block coordinate descent procedure (i.e.,
lines 2-9 of Algorithm 1) follows the general optimization
procedure of SPL to optimize all weight variables and model
parameters alternatively. The inner layer cyclic block coor-
dinate descent procedure (i.e., lines 3-6 of Algorithm 1) is
aimed to optimize the two blocks of weight variables (i.e., v
and u) alternatively.

In the following, we revolve around the outer layer cyclic
block coordinate descent procedure to discuss how to opti-
mize all weight variables (i.e., v and u) and model parame-
ters (i.e., θ) respectively.
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Algorithm 1: Balanced self-paced learning for AUC maxi-
mization
Input: The training set, θ0, T , λ0, c, λ∞ and µ.

1: Initialize v0 = 1n and u0 = 1m.
2: for t = 1, · · · , T do
3: repeat
4: Update vt through Eq. (10).
5: Update ut through Eq. (11).
6: until Converge to a stationary point.
7: Update θt through solving (12).
8: λt = min{cλt−1, λ∞}.
9: end for

Output: The model solution θ.

Algorithm 2: Deep learning implementation of solving Eq.
(12)

Input: T, η, τ, X̂+, X̂−, π, θ0.
1: for i = 1, · · · , T do
2: Sample x̂+

1 , ..., x̂
+
π from X̂+.

3: Sample x̂−
1 , ..., x̂

−
π from X̂−.

4: Calculate f(x).
5: Update θ by the following formula:

θ =(1− ηiτ)θ −
ηi
π

π∑
j=1

vjuj
∂ξjj
∂θ

.

6: end for
Output: θ.

Optimizing v and u

Firstly, we consider the sub-problem with respect to all
weight variables which is normally convex in existing self-
paced problems. However, if we fix θ in Eq. (7), the sub-
problem with respect to v and u could be non-convex as
shown in Theorem 2. Please refer to Appendix for the proof
of Theorem 2.
Theorem 2 If we fix θ in Eq. (7), the sub-problem with re-
spect to v and u maybe non-convex.

In order to address the non-convexity of sub-problem, we
further divide all weight variables into two disjoint blocks,
i.e., weight variables v of positive samples and weight vari-
ables u of negative samples. Note that the sub-problems
w.r.t. v and u respectively are convex. Thus, we can solve
the following two convex sub-problems to update v and u
alternatively

vt = argmin
v∈[0,1]n

L(v; θ,u, λ), (8)

ut = argmin
u∈[0,1]m

L(u; θ,v, λ). (9)

We derive the closed-form solutions of the optimization
problems (8) and (9) respectively in the following theorem.
Note that sorted index represents the index of the sorted loss
set {l1, l2, . . . } which satisfies li ≤ li+1. Please refer to Ap-
pendix for the detailed proof.

Theorem 3 The following formula gives one global optimal
solution for problem (8):

vp = 1 if l+p < λ− 2µ
(

p
n −

∑m
j=1 uj

m

)
vp = n

(∑m
j=1 uj

m − l+p −λ

2µ − p−1
n

)
otherwise

vp = 0 if l+p > λ− 2µ
(

p−1
n −

∑m
j=1 uj

m

) (10)

where p ∈ {1, ..., n} is the sorted index based on the loss
values l+p = 1

m

∑m
j=1 ujξpj .

The following formula gives one global optimal solution for
problem (9):

uq = 1 if l−q < λ− 2µ
(

q
m −

∑n
i=1 vi

n

)
uq = m

(∑n
i=1 vi

n − l−q −λ

2µ − q−1
m

)
otherwise

uq = 0 if l−q > λ− 2µ
(

q−1
m −

∑n
i=1 vi

n

) (11)

where q ∈ {1, ...,m} is the sorted index based on the loss
values l−q = 1

n

∑n
i=1 viξiq .

In this case, the solution (10) of problem (8) implies our ad-
vantages. Obviously, a sample with a loss greater/less than
the threshold, i.e., λ − 2µ(p−1

n −
∑m

j=1 uj

m ) is ignored/in-
volved in current training. In particular, the threshold is also
a function of the sorted index, and consequently decreases
as the sorted index increases. In this case, easy samples with
less loss are given more preference. Besides, the proportion,
i.e.,

∑m
j=1 uj

m of selected negative samples also affects the
threshold. This means that the higher/lower the proportion
of selected negative samples is, the more/fewer positive sam-
ples will be assigned high weights. Because of this, the pro-
portions of selected positive and negative samples can be
guaranteed to be balanced. What’s more, we can easily find
that the solution (11) of problem (9) yields similar conclu-
sions. In summary, our algorithm can not only give prefer-
ence to easy samples, but also ensure that the selected posi-
tive and negative samples have proper proportions.

Optimizing θ
In this step, we fix v,u to update θ:

θt = argmin
θ

1

nm

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

viujξij + τΩ(θ) + const, (12)

where ξij = max{1 − f(x+
i ) + f(x−

j ), 0}. Obviously, this
is a weighted AUC maximization problem. We provide two
instantiations of optimizing the problem on kernel learning
and deep learning settings, respectively.

For the deep learning implementation, we compute the
gradient on random pairs of weighted samples which are
selected from two subsets X̂+ and X̂− respectively. X̂+

is a set of selected positive samples with weights x̂+ =

(vi, x
+
i ), ∀vi > 0 and X̂− is a set of selected negative sam-

ples with weights x̂− = (uj , x
−
j ), ∀uj > 0. In this case, we

introduce the weighted batch AUC loss:
π∑

j=1

vjujξjj =
π∑

j=1

vjuj max{1− f(x+
j ) + f(x−

j ), 0},
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and obtain Algorithm 2 by applying the doubly stochas-
tic gradient descent method (DSGD) (Gu, Huo, and Huang
2019) w.r.t. random pairs of weighted samples, where η
means the learning rate.

For the kernel-based implementation, we apply random
Fourier feature method to approximate the kernel function
(Rahimi and Recht 2008; Dai et al. 2014) for large-scale
problems. The mapping function of D random features is
defined as

ϕω(x) =
√
1/D[ cos(ω1x), . . . , cos(ωDx),

sin(ω1x), . . . , sin(ωDx)]T ,

where ωi is randomly sampled according to the density func-
tion p(ω) associated with k(x, x′) (Odland 2017). Then,
based on the weighted batch AUC loss and the random fea-
ture mapping function ϕω(x), we obtain Algorithm 3 by ap-
plying the triply stochastic gradient descent method (TSGD)
(Dang et al. 2020) w.r.t. random pairs of weighted samples
and random features which can be found in Appendix.

Theoretical Analysis
In this section, we prove the convergence of our algorithms
and all the proof details are available in Appendix.

For the sake of clarity, we define K(v,u) = L(v,u; θ, λ)
as the sub-problem of (7) where θ and λ are fixed, and then
prove that K converges to a stationary point based on the
closed-form solutions (i.e., Theorem 3).

Theorem 4 With the inner layer cyclic block coordinate de-
scent procedure (i.e., lines 3-6 of Algorithm 1), the sub-
problem K with respect to all weight variables converges
to a stationary point.

Next, we prove that our BSPAUC converges along with the
increase of hyper-parameter λ under a mild assumption.

Theorem 5 If Algorithm 2 or Algorithm 3 (in Ap-
pendix) optimizes θ such that L(θt+1;vt+1,ut+1, λt) ≤
L(θt;vt+1,ut+1, λt), BSPAUC converges along with the in-
crease of hyper-parameter λ.

Remark 1 No matter the sub-problem (12) is convex or not,
it is a basic requirement for a solver (e.g., Algorithm 2 and
Algorithm 3 in Appendix) such that the solution θt+1 satis-
fies:

L(θt+1;vt+1,ut+1, λt) ≤ L(θt;vt+1,ut+1, λt).

Thus, we can have that our BSPAUC converges along with
the increase of hyper-parameter λ.

Considering that the hyper-parameter λ reaches its max-
imum λ∞, we will have that our BSPAUC converges to a
stationary point of L(θ,v,u;λ∞) if the iteration number T
is large enough.

Theorem 6 If Algorithm 2 or Algorithm 3 (in Ap-
pendix) optimizes θ such that L(θt+1;vt+1,ut+1, λt) ≤
L(θt;vt+1,ut+1, λt), and λ reaches its maximum λ∞, we
will have that our BSPAUC converges to a stationary point
of L(θ,v,u;λ∞) if the iteration number T is large enough.

Dataset Size Dimensions N−\N+

sector 9,619 55,197 95.18
rcv1 20,242 47,236 1.07
a9a 32,561 123 3.15

shuttle 43,500 9 328.54
aloi 108,000 128 999.00

skin nonskin 245,057 3 3.81
cod-rna 331,152 8 2.00
poker 1,000,000 10 701.24

Table 1: Datasets. (N− means the number of negative sam-
ples and N+ means the number of positive samples.)

Experiments
In this section, we first describe the experimental setup, and
then provide our experimental results and discussion.

Experimental Setup
Design of Experiments: To demonstrate the advantage
of our BSPAUC for handling noisy data, we compare our
BSPAUC with some state-of-the-art AUC maximization
methods on a variety of benchmark datasets with/without ar-
tificial noisy data. Specifically, the compared algorithms are
summarized as follows.
TSAM: A kernel-based algorithm which updates the solu-
tion based on triply stochastic gradient descents w.r.t. ran-
dom pairwise loss and random features (Dang et al. 2020).
DSAM: A modified deep learning algorithm which updates
the solution based on the doubly stochastic gradient descents
w.r.t. random pairwise loss (Gu, Huo, and Huang 2019).
KOILFIFO++

1: A kernelized online imbalanced learning
algorithm which directly maximizes the AUC objective with
fixed budgets for positive and negative class (Hu et al. 2015).
PPDSG

2: A deep learning algorithm that builds on the
saddle point reformulation and explores Polyak-Łojasiewicz
condition (Liu et al. 2019).
OPAUC 3 : A linear method based on a regression algo-
rithm, which only needs to maintain the first and second or-
der statistics of data in memory (Gao et al. 2013).

In addition, considering hyper-parameters µ and λ∞, we
also design experiments to analyze their roles. Note that we
introduce a new variable ν to illustrate the value of µ, i.e.,
µ = νλ∞, and a new indicator called absolute proportion
difference (APD): APD =

∣∣∣ 1n ∑n
i=1 vi −

1
m

∑m
j=1 uj

∣∣∣ .
Datasets: The benchmark datasets are obtained from the
LIBSVM repository4 which take into account different di-
mensions and imbalance ratios, as summarized in Table 1.
The features have been scaled to [−1, 1] for all datasets, and
the multiclass classification datasets have been transformed
to class imbalanced binary classification datasets. Specifi-
cally, we denote one class as the positive class, and the re-

1KOILFIFO++ is available at https://github.com/JunjieHu.
2PPDSG is available at https://github.com/yzhuoning.
3OPAUC is available at http://lamda.nju.edu.cn/files.
4Datasets are available at https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/

libsvmtools/datasets.
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Datasets Non Deep Learning Methods Deep Learning Methods
BSPAUC TSAM KOILFIFO++ OPAUC BSPAUC DSAM PPDSG

sector 0.991±0.005 0.986±0.005 0.953±0.014 0.971±0.018 0.991±0.002 0.978±0.007 0.935±0.008
rcv1 0.979±0.001 0.970±0.001 0.913±0.018 0.966±0.012 0.993±0.001 0.990±0.001 0.988±0.001
a9a 0.926±0.008 0.904±0.015 0.858±0.020 0.869±0.013 0.927±0.005 0.908±0.003 0.906±0.001

shuttle 0.978±0.002 0.970±0.004 0.948±0.010 0.684±0.036 0.994±0.003 0.989±0.004 —
aloi 0.999±0.001 0.999±0.001 0.999±0.001 0.998±0.001 0.999±0.001 0.999±0.001 —

skin nonskin 0.958±0.004 0.946±0.004 — 0.943±0.007 0.999±0.001 0.999±0.001 0.949±0.001
cod-rna 0.973±0.006 0.966±0.010 — 0.924±0.024 0.994±0.001 0.992±0.001 0.988±0.001
poker 0.934±0.013 0.901±0.021 — 0.662±0.025 0.990±0.004 0.976±0.015 —

Table 2: Mean AUC results with the corresponding standard deviation on original benchmark datasets. (’–’ means out of
memory or unable to handle severely imbalanced datasets.)

Datasets rcv1 a9a skin nonskin cod-rna
FP 10% 20% 30% 10% 20% 30% 10% 20% 30% 10% 20% 30%

OPAUC 0.958 0.933 0.845 0.824 0.804 0.778 0.925 0.884 0.815 0.902 0.864 0.783
KOILFIFO++ 0.901 0.889 0.804 0.836 0.806 0.726 — — — — — —

TSAM 0.961 0.946 0.838 0.877 0.846 0.752 0.937 0.913 0.842 0.933 0.880 0.808
PDDSG 0.964 0.936 0.855 0.881 0.849 0.739 0.940 0.912 0.852 0.937 0.873 0.788
DSAM 0.983 0.962 0.862 0.886 0.837 0.811 0.961 0.917 0.819 0.975 0.922 0.781

BSPAUC 0.991 0.985 0.945 0.914 0.894 0.883 0.979 0.944 0.912 0.990 0.956 0.874
PP 10% 20% 30% 10% 20% 30% 10% 20% 30% 10% 20% 30%

OPAUC 0.923 0.863 0.803 0.833 0.816 0.797 0.927 0.880 0.856 0.914 0.893 0.858
KOILFIFO++ 0.891 0.838 0.793 0.831 0.823 0.806 — — — — — —

TSAM 0.930 0.859 0.809 0.872 0.849 0.838 0.933 0.911 0.877 0.953 0.903 0.886
PDDSG 0.934 0.918 0.828 0.885 0.873 0.839 0.935 0.927 0.898 0.972 0.941 0.881
DSAM 0.902 0.845 0.757 0.881 0.852 0.843 0.980 0.954 0.902 0.973 0.938 0.913

BSPAUC 0.955 0.937 0.876 0.911 0.907 0.896 0.995 0.982 0.965 0.991 0.973 0.953

Table 3: Mean AUC results on noisy datasets. The corresponding standard deviations can be found in Appendix. (FP means the
proportion of noise samples constructed by flipping labels, PP denotes the proportion of injected poison samples and ’–’ means
out of memory.)

maining classes as the negative class. We randomly partition
each dataset into 75% for training and 25% for testing.

In order to test the robustness of all methods, we construct
two types of artificial noisy datasets. The first method is to
turn normal samples into noise samples by flipping their la-
bels (Frénay and Verleysen 2013; Ghosh, Kumar, and Sas-
try 2017). Specifically, we first utilize training set to ob-
tain a discriminant hyperplane, and then stochastically se-
lect samples far away from the discriminant hyperplane to
flip their labels. Another method is to inject poison samples
(Jiang et al. 2019; Kwon, Yoon, and Park 2019; Zhang, Zhu,
and Lessard 2020). Specifically, we generate poison samples
for each dataset according to the poisoning attack method 5

(Biggio, Nelson, and Laskov 2012), and inject these poison
samples into training set to form a noisy dataset. We conduct
experiments with different noise proportions (from 10% to
30%).
Implementation: All the experiments are conducted on a
PC with 48 2.2GHz cores, 80GB RAM and 4 Nvidia 1080ti
GPUs and all the results are the average of 10 trials. We
complete the deep learning and kernel-based implementa-

5The poisoning attack method is available at https://github.com/
Trusted-AI/adversarial-robustness-toolbox.

tions of our BSPAUC in python, we also implement the
TSAM and the modified DSAM in python. We use the open
codes as the implementations of KOILFIFO++, PPDSG and
OPAUC, which are provided by their authors.

For the OPAUC algorithm on high dimensional datasets
(the feature size is larger than 1000), we use the low-
rank version, and set the rank parameter at 50. For all
kernel-based methods, we use Gaussian kernel k(x, x′) =

exp (− ||x−x′||2
2σ2 ) and tune its hyper-parameter σ ∈ 2[−5,5]

by a 5-fold cross-validation. For TSAM method and our Al-
gorithm 3 (in Appendix), the number of random Fourier fea-
tures is selected from [500 : 500 : 4000]. For KOILFIFO++

method, the buffer size is set at 100 for each class. For all
deep learning methods, we utilize the same network struc-
ture which consists of eight full connection layers and uses
the ReLu activation function. For PPDSG method, the ini-
tial stage is tuned from 200 to 2000. For our BSPAUC, the
hyper-parameters are chosen according to the proportion of
selected samples. Specifically, we start training with about
50% samples, and then linearly increase λ to include more
samples. Note that all algorithms have the same pre-training
that we select a small number of samples for training and
take the trained model as the initial state of experiments.
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Figure 3: AUC results with different values of ν and λ∞ on datasets with 20% injected poison samples. (Missing results are
due to only positive or negative samples are selected.)
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Figure 4: The results of absolute proportion difference (APD) with different values of ν and λ∞ on datasets with 20% injected
poison samples.

Results and Discussion
First of all, we explain the missing part of the experimental
results on Tables 2 and 3. The KOILFIFO++ is a kernel-
based method and needs to calculate and save the kernel
matrix. For large datasets, such operation could cause out
of memory. The PPDSG does not consider the severe imbal-
ance of datasets and it can only produce negligible updates
when the stochastic batch samples are severely imbalanced.
If facing these issues, these two algorithms could not work
as usual. Thus, we cannot provide the corresponding results.

Table 2 presents the mean AUC results with the corre-
sponding standard deviation of all algorithms on the original
benchmark datasets. The results show that, due to the SPL
used in our BSPAUC, the deep learning and kernel-based
implementations of our BSPAUC outperforms the DSAM
and TSAM, which are the non self-paced versions of our im-
plementations. At the same time, our BSPAUC also obtains
better AUC results compared to other existing state-of-the-
art AUC maximization methods (i.e., OPAUC and PPDSG).

Table 3 shows the performance of the deep learning im-
plementation of our BSPAUC and other compared methods
on the two types of noisy datasets. The results clearly show
that our BSPAUC achieves the best performance on all noisy
datasets. Specifically, the larger the proportion of noisy data
is, the more obvious the advantage is. Our BSPAUC ex-
cludes the noise samples from training by giving a zero
weight and thus has a better robustness.

Figures 3 and 4 show the results of the deep learning
implementation of BSPAUC with different hyper-parameter
values. Figure 3 clearly reveals that with the increase of λ∞,
AUC increases first and then decreases gradually. This phe-

nomenon is expected. When λ∞ is small, increasing λ∞ will
cause more easy samples to join the training and thus the
generalization of model is improved. However, when λ∞ is
large enough, complex (noise) samples start being included
and then AUC decreases. What’s more, Figure 4 directly re-
flects that with the increase of µ, which can be calculated by
µ = νλ∞, the proportions of selected positive and negative
samples gradually approach. Further more, combining with
the above two figures, we observe that too large APD often
tends to low AUC. Large APD often implies that some easy
samples in the class with low proportion of selected sam-
ples don’t join the training while some complex samples in
the other class with high proportion are selected. The above
case leads to the reduction of generalization ability and thus
causes low AUC. Importantly, our balanced self-paced reg-
ularization term is proposed for this issue.

Conclusion
In this paper, we first provide a statistical explanation to
self-paced AUC. Inspired by this, we propose our self-paced
AUC maximization formulation with a novel balanced self-
paced regularization term. Then we propose a doubly cyclic
block coordinate descent algorithm (i.e., BSPAUC) to opti-
mize our objective function. Importantly, we prove that the
sub-problem with respect to all weight variables converges
to a stationary point on the basis of closed-form solutions,
and our BSPAUC converges to a stationary point of our
fixed optimization objective under a mild assumption. The
experimental results demonstrate that our BSPAUC outper-
forms existing state-of-the-art AUC maximization methods
and has better robustness.
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